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Retrieval of fear memories can be state-dependent, meaning that they are best retrieved if the brain states at encoding

and retrieval are similar. Such states can be induced by activating extrasynaptic γ-aminobutyric acid type A receptors

(GABAAR) with the broad α-subunit activator gaboxadol. However, the circuit mechanisms and specific subunits under-

lying gaboxadol’s effects are not well understood. Here we show that gaboxadol induces profound changes of local and

network oscillatory activity, indicative of discoordinated hippocampal–cortical activity, that were accompanied by

robust and long-lasting state-dependent conditioned fear. Episodic memories typically are hippocampus-dependent for a

limited period after learning, but become cortex-dependent with the passage of time. In contrast, state-dependent memories

continued to rely on hippocampal GABAergic mechanisms for memory retrieval. Pharmacological approaches with α-
subunit-specific agonists targeting the hippocampus implicated the prototypic extrasynaptic subunits (α4) as the mediator

of state-dependent conditioned fear. Together, our findings suggest that continued dependence on hippocampal rather

than cortical mechanisms could be an important feature of state-dependent memories that contributes to their conditional

retrieval.

Important events are typically encoded into memories that are
readily accessible for retrieval. However, some memories are
formed so that they are inaccessible to retrieval unless the brain is
in a similar affective, stress- or drug-induced state as during encod-
ing (Janet 1889; Braun 1984; Spiegel et al. 2011). These memories,
known as state-dependent memories, have been studied exten-
sively using various psychoactive drugs (Barnhart and Abbott
1967; Bustamante et al. 1970; Bruins Slot and Colpaert 1999;
Romieu et al. 2006; Sanday et al. 2013), with themajority of exam-
ples coming from activators of GABAR (Overton 1964; Patel et al.
1979). These receptors also mediate state-dependent learning
induced by non-GABAergic drugs, such as morphine (Zarrindast
et al. 2006), that act through inhibitory neurons. GABAR type B
agonists, such as baclofen, are ineffective (Nakagawa et al. 1993),
supporting the view that state-dependent learning is primarily a
GABAAR-mediated phenomenon. In line with these findings, the
GABAAR agonist gaboxadol (GBX), which specifically activates
extrasynaptic GABAAR (Chandra et al. 2006), is capable of eliciting
state-dependent contextual fear conditioning (Jovasevic et al.
2015).

Initially, memory retrieval processes are thought to depend
on hippocampal–cortical interactions, but with the passage of
time, the retrieval process becomes increasingly independent of
the hippocampus and predominantly regulated by the cortex
(Squire and Alvarez 1995). Interestingly, GBX potently activates
hippocampal neurons while inhibiting cortical neurons, as indi-
cated by up-regulation of immediate-early gene activity (Jovasevic
et al. 2015). This finding suggests that one of the features of
GBX-induced brain states supporting state-dependent fear condi-
tioning is a change in the coordination of hippocampal–cortical
activity. This is not surprising in view of GBX effects on local

and circuit network activity in various brain regions (Jessen et al.
2014), however, the specific effects within hippocampal–cortical
networks are not well defined.

GABAAR are heterooligomeric pentamers composed of subu-
nits α1-6, β1-4, γ1-3, δ, ε, θ, π, and p1-3 arranged around a central
chloride-conducting pore (Whiting 2003; Olsen and Sieghart
2008, 2009); though most are composed of two α, two β, and one
γ, δ, or ε subunit (Sieghart and Sperk 2002). Although the presence
of the δ subunit correlates with extrasynaptic localization of
GABAAR (Belelli et al. 2009) and confers the sensitivity of
GABAAR to GBX (Meera et al. 2011), GBX binds nonspecifically
to all α subunits of GABAAR (Ebert et al. 1997). Though α4,6 subu-
nits seem to preferentially respond to GBX (Brown et al. 2002;
Meera et al. 2011), the contribution of individual α/δ-subunit
complexes to state-dependent fear conditioning is not known.

Here we investigated the mechanisms by which GBX induces
state-dependent learning and memory. As reflected in changes of
local field potentials (LFPs) and behavioral pharmacological effects
we studied GBX effects on hippocampal–cortical interactions. We
also used GABAAR subunit-specific agonists to study the ability of
individual α subunits to mediate state-dependent learning.

Results

Induction of state-dependent learning by GBX
To induce state-dependent contextual fear, mice were injected
intrahippocampally (i.h.) with vehicle (Veh) or GBX before con-
textual fear conditioning (Veh- and GBX-conditioned groups,
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respectively) (Jovasevic et al. 2015). Mice were tested for memory
retrieval on Veh and GBX on subsequent days (Fig. 1A), and freez-
ing behavior was recorded as an index of learned fear (Blanchard
and Blanchard 1969). GBX-conditioned mice showed impaired
memory retrieval when tested on Veh, but intact retrieval when
tested on GBX, as indicated by robust freezing responses (n = 11–
12 mice per group; main effect of test drug F(1,21) = 9.916, P =
0.0048 and interaction effect of conditioning drug × test drug
F(1,21) = 60.68, P < 0.0001 Fig. 1B). In contrast, Veh-injected mice
showed intact memory retrieval when tested on Veh and impaired
retrieval when tested on GBX. Overall the findings showed that
GBX-conditioned mice exhibit state-dependent contextual fear
memory.

Effects of GBX on hippocampal–cortical LFPs
Wenextmeasured LFPs in the dorsal hippocampus (DH), retrosple-
nial cortex (RSC), and anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) to test how
GBX affects activity in a hippocampal–cortical network that is nec-
essary for contextual memory retrieval (Frankland et al. 2006;
Corcoran et al. 2016). On each test day, there were three recording
sessions: in the home cage prior to and 30min after an intraperito-
neal (i.p.) injection, andduring post-injection testing for fear to the
conditioning context. On the first test day,micewere injectedwith
Veh; on the second day theywere injectedwithGBX. Similar to i.h.
infusions of GBX, i.p. injections caused a reduction in freezing to
the conditioning context (t(6) = 4.29; P = 0.005; data not shown).
Recordings were analyzed for power in DH and peak coherence
between DH-RSC and DH-ACC in the δ, θ, and γ frequency bands.

Injection of Veh caused no changes to δ, θ, or γ power in DH,
or to DH-RSC or DH-ACC θ peak coherence (Fig. 2A,C,D). GBX
increased DH δ power (F(6,12) = 8.52; P = 0.005), whereas γ power
(F(6,12) = 9.58; P = 0.0033 Fig. 2B,C) and RSC-DH θ peak coherence
(F(6,12) = 5.99; P = 0.016) decreased.

In the conditioning chamber on the Veh test day, DH δ power
decreased (F(6,12) = 5.59; P = 0.019) and θ power increased (F(6,12) =
5.41; P = 0.021) compared with the post-injection home cage
recording (Fig. 2C). θ Peak coherence also increased in the
DH-RSC (F(6,12) = 29.19; P < 0.001) and DH-ACC (F(6,12) = 21.29; P
< 0.001) site-pairs (Fig. 2D). In the conditioning chamber during
the GBX retrieval test, δ power remained elevated above the pre-
injection baseline, and there were no changes in θ or γ power rela-
tive to the post-injection recording in the home cage. Retrieval
test-related increases in DH-RSC and DH-ACC θ peak coherence

were also blocked by GBX (Fig. 2D), suggesting discoordinated hip-
pocampal–cortical activity during the memory test.

GBX-induced retrieval of recent and remote

state-dependent context fear
Over time, retrieval of episodic-like memories such as contextual
fear conditioning shifts from being hippocampus-dependent
to hippocampus-independent (Squire and Kandel 2000; Dudai
2004), and comes to rely instead on cortical mechanisms
(Lashley 1950; McClelland et al. 1995; Squire and Alvarez 1995).
This hippocampal–cortical dialogue, thought to be important for
lasting memory storage, begins at the time of encoding (Goshen
et al. 2011; Lesburguères et al. 2011). Because GBX disrupted hip-
pocampal–cortical coherence, we next tested whether the ability
to retrieve GBX-induced state-dependent contextual fear would
eventually become hippocampus-independent. Mice were fear
conditioned after i.h. administration of Veh or GBX, and tested
on bothVeh andGBX24 and 48 h post-conditioning, as in the pre-
vious experiment. In addition, mice were tested for remote mem-
ory retrieval on Veh and GBX 28 and 29 d post-conditioning,
respectively. GBX-conditioned male mice froze only when tested
on GBX, during both recent and remote tests (n = 9–11 mice per
group; main effect of test drug F(3,54) = 11.6, P < 0.001 Fig. 3A).
Significant remote retrieval of state-dependent contextual fear
was also observed in females (n = 8–10 mice per group; main effect
of test drug F(3,51) = 8.3, P < 0.001 Fig. 3B). In both sexes, the freez-
ing behavior of Veh-conditioned animals was lower on GBX, how-
ever, post hoc analysis did not reveal significant differences when
compared with the previous Veh test. Thus, retrieval of state-
dependent contextual fear memory remained dependent on hip-
pocampal mechanisms even at remote time points.

Role of GABAAR α subunits in state-dependent contextual

fear conditioning
To test whether GBX-induced state-dependent learning depends
on the activity of specific GABAAR α subunits, we compared
the abilities of α1-6 preferential agonists to induce state-dependent
contextual freezing. Mice were injected i.h. with Veh, the α1-6 ago-
nist GBX, the α1-3 preferential agonist zolpidem (Pritchett and
Seeburg 1990; Langer et al. 1992; Crestani et al. 2000), or the α5
preferential agonists SH-053-R-CH3-2’F (Savić et al. 2008) or
MP-III-022 (Stamenić et al. 2016) before contextual fear condi-

tioning. Memory retrieval was assessed
over three subsequent days, alternating
between off- and on-conditioning drug
tests. Only mice that were conditioned
onGBX differed in their freezing between
tests (n = 7 mice per group; main effect
of conditioning drug F(1,12) = 11.7, P =
0.0051 and main effect of test F(2,24) =
4.2, P = 0.0278 Fig. 4A); all other groups
froze similarly across test days (zolpidem,
SH-053-R-CH3-2’F; n = 8–9 mice per
group; no main effects; all F < 2.7, all P >
0.081 Fig. 4B,C; MP-III-022; n = 7–8 mice
per group; main effect of conditioning
drug F(1,12) = 9.491, P = 0.0095 Fig. 4D).
Thus, state-dependent contextual fear
memory is not encoded ubiquitously by
GABAAR α-subunit activation.

GABAAR agonists can sometimes
substitute for one another in recovering
state-dependent memories (Nakagawa
and Iwasaki 1995). We therefore tested

Figure 1. Intrahippocampal GBX induces state-dependent contextual fear. (A) Schematic of the
experimental paradigm. Mice were injected i.h. with Veh or GBX before contextual fear conditioning.
On alternating days, mice were tested for memory retrieval on Veh or GBX by reexposure to the condi-
tioning context without shock. (B) During the memory tests, GBX-conditioned mice froze significantly
more in the presence of GBX than in the presence of Veh. In contrast, Veh-conditioned mice froze sig-
nificantly more at Veh test than GBX test. (**) P < 0.01, (***) P < 0.001 versus previous test. Error bars
represent standard error of the mean.
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whether the agonists described above can substitute for GBX in
recovering retrieval of state-dependent context memories. Mice
were injected i.h. with Veh or GBX before contextual fear con-
ditioning and then tested for memory retrieval on consecutive
days after i.h. Veh, GBX, zolpidem, SH-053-R-CH3-2’F, and
MP-III-022 (Fig 5; n = 9–10 mice per group; main effect of condi-
tioning drug F(1,16) = 5.5 P = 0.0328 and main effect of test drug
F(4,64) = 3.16, P = 0.0196). The freezing behavior of Veh-condi-
tioned animals was significantly reduced by GBX (compared
with freezing during the Veh test), and conversely, the freezing
behavior of GBX-conditioned mice was significantly elevated on
GBX when compared with Veh. Freezing during retrieval testing
on zolpidem, SH-053-R-CH3-2’F, and MP-III-022 was indistin-
guishable from freezing during the Veh test, demonstrating that
other GABAAR agonists could not substitute for GBX to induce
retrieval of state-dependent contextual fear, such that retrieval is
also GABAAR α-subunit activation-specific.

Discussion

Activation of hippocampal extrasynaptic GABAAR via GBX can
cause state-dependent learning. Here we show that GBXmay cause
this effect by increasing δ and reducing γ oscillations in the hippo-
campus and disrupting retrieval-induced hippocampal–cortical θ
coherence. Along with these changes, state-dependent fear condi-
tioning induced by GBX remained dependent upon the hippo-
campus even during remote memory retrieval. The effects of
GBX couldnot be replicated by α1-3 or α5GABAAR subunit agonists,
suggesting that GBX acted via prototypic extrasynaptic α4 or α6
receptor subunits.

We observed asymmetry of state-dependent learning on GBX
referring to the much greater effect of GBX to recover freezing
in GBX-conditioned mice than to impair freezing in Veh-condi-
tioned mice. This finding is consistent with previously observed
asymmetry in state-dependent memory (Duncan and Copeland
1975). This asymmetry could be due to the fact that the retrieval-
related processes, such as reconsolidation or extinction, during
the Veh test that could render the Veh-conditioned group less
sensitive to GBX actions.

Retrieval of memory for contextual fear conditioning is as-
sociated with decreased δ and increased θ power, along with
increased θ peak coherence between DH and both RSC and ACC
(Corcoran et al. 2016). We found that pretest injection of GBX
blocked all of these retrieval-related changes. Consistent with pre-
vious findings (Vyazovskiy et al. 2005), GBX also increased δ
power, which is inversely correlated with arousal and wakefulness
(Bódizs et al. 2001; Dang-Vu et al. 2008), and is typically consid-
ered important for offline consolidation of memory during sleep
(Binder et al. 2014; Westerberg et al. 2015), rather than for online
memory retrieval. Thus, the changes in power and coherence seen
after GBX administration may be a neural representation of a state
shift supporting the processing of memories with limited access.

It has been shown that the hippocampus has a time-limited
role in retrieval of contextual fear memory (Kim and Fanselow
1992; Frankland et al. 2006). This time-dependence serves as a
fundamental characteristic of systems consolidation theories, in
which the circuits that support memory recall shift (Squire and
Kandel 2000; Dudai 2004). One of the central tenets of the systems
consolidation hypothesis is that the hippocampus functions as a
temporary storage site for information, whereas permanent storage
depends on a broadly distributed cortical network (Lashley 1950;
McClelland et al. 1995; Squire and Alvarez 1995). Even with the
hippocampal independence of remotememories being less certain
than it once was (Goshen et al. 2011; Wiltgen and Tanaka 2013),
becauseGBX caused discoordination of LFP coherence across a hip-
pocampal–cortical network, we testedwhether GBX-induced state-
dependent contextual fear would shift cortically over time as pre-
dicted by systems consolidation theories. In activating hippo-
campal extrasynaptic GABAAR at varying times, we observed that
GBX-conditioned animals retrieved contextual fear memories,
whether tested 48 h or 29 d post-conditioning.

Thus, activation of the subset of hippocampal GBX-respon-
sive GABAAR was sufficient to retrieve state-dependent contextual
fear memory. Our findings suggest that contextual fear memories
encoded in a state-dependent manner remain trapped within the
region that encodes them, the hippocampus, and do not become
cortically dependent with the passage of time. This finding is in
line with previous work showing that state-dependent memories
are subcortical in nature and that suppression of cortical activity

Figure 2. GBX alters hippocampal–cortical network activity. (A) (Left) Power spectral densities obtained Pre- and Post-Veh injection. (Right) Raw LFP and
LFP spectrum recorded Post-Veh injection. (B) Same as A for GBX. (C ) Hippocampal δ (left), θ (center), and γ (right) power recorded Pre- (open circles) and
Post-Injection (closed circles) in the home cage and during retrieval test. (D) Same as C for DH-RSC (left) and DH-ACC (right) θ peak coherence. N = 7 mice
per group. (*) P < 0.05, (**) P < 0.01, (***) P < 0.001 versus previous test.
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does not impair retrieval of state-dependent memory (Girden and
Culler 1937; Jovasevic et al. 2015).

Most rodent studies on fear conditioning and state-dependent
memory use male subjects (Overton 1991; Lebron-Milad et al.
2012). It has recently been suggested, however, that freezing
behavior, the passive response traditionally used to quantify Pavlo-
vian fear conditioning, may differ between sexes (Gruene et al.
2015). We tested the ability of GBX to elicit state-dependent con-
textual fear in male and female mice. Both sexes displayed signifi-
cantly higher freezing when tested on the drug that was present at
conditioning, an effect that was found at both recent and remote
time points. Thus, at least in this paradigm, state-dependent fear
conditioning is sex-independent.

Some of the earliest evidence for state-dependent learning
comes from studies with compounds that are known GABAR ago-
nists or positive allostericmodulators, including alcohol (Goodwin
et al. 1969; Hinrichsen et al. 1974; Weingartner et al. 1976), amo-
barbital (Ley et al. 1972), and diazepam (Jensen et al. 1989), all of
which bind to multiple GABAAR subunits. Various GABAAR
agonists have been tested for the ability to support state-dependent
conditioned fear memory, however they have proven ineffective
(Davis 1979). This could be due to differential drug effects on
synaptic versus extrasynaptic GABAAR as well as preferential
actions on GABAAR subunits that might not have the same ability
to induce state-dependent fear learning. We delineated which α
subunit mediates state-dependent learning in the present para-
digm by using GABAAR agonists with a more constrained
locus of action. Neither zolpidem (preferential α1-3 agonist) nor
SH-053-R-CH3-2’F or MP-III-022 (preferential α5 agonists) could
elicit state-dependent learning of contextual fear, suggesting that
GBX induces state-dependent memory through actions on α4,6
subunits. This is in agreement with previous findings demonstrat-
ing preferential activation of GABAAR α4,6 subunits in response to
GBX (Brown et al. 2002;Meera et al. 2011), despite the fact that the
drugs bind to other α subunits as well. The inability of α1 and α5
agonists to induce state-dependent memory may be due, at least
in part, to their actions at both synaptic and extrasynaptic
GABAAR (Nusser et al. 1995; Rudolph et al. 1999; Sun et al. 2004;
Milenkovic et al. 2013). Moreover, the level of the α6 subunit is
low in the hippocampus (Lee and Maguire 2014), suggesting that
GBX effects are likely mediated by α4.

State-dependentmemory has been implicated in the develop-
ment of dissociative symptoms of psychiatric illnesses associated
with psychological trauma, such as dissociative amnesia (Janet
1889; Braun 1984; Spiegel et al. 2011). Despite the fact that such
memories cannot be recalled, they profoundly and adversely affect
emotional and social behavior (Janet 1889; Breuer et al. 1955).
State-dependent memory has also been implicated in the persis-
tence of drug addiction (Combe 1853), because addicts often

encode information in drug-induced states that they can only
recall it if they are back on drugs. Further mechanistic study of
state-dependent learning will be broadly translatable to the devel-
opment of treatments for psychopathologies that could be rooted
in state-dependent learning, such as dissociative disorders (Maat
et al. 2015) and addiction (Overton 1972; Ross and Schwartz 1974).

Materials and Methods

Animals
Of note, 8–9-wk-old male or female C57BL/6Nmice were obtained
from a commercial supplier (Harlan), individually housed on a
12-h light–dark cycle (lights on at 7 a.m.), and allowed ad libitum
access to food and water. All animal procedures were approved by
Northwestern University’s Animal Care and Use Committee in
compliance with U.S. National Institutes of Health standards.

Cannulations and electrode surgeries
Mice were anesthetized with 1.2% tribromoethanol (vol/vol).
Using a stereotaxic apparatus, bilateral 26-gauge guided cannulas
(Plastic One) were implanted, as described previously (Corcoran

Figure 3. Intrahippocampal GBX promotes recent and remote retrieval of state-dependent contextual fear memory. Freezing of Veh-conditioned mice
was similar between Veh and GBX tests. GBX-conditioned mice froze significantly more when tested on GBX, both at recent and remote memory tests.
Similar findings were obtained with male (A) and female (B) mice. (**) P < 0.01, (***) P < 0.001 versus Veh test, within respective recent or remote time
frame. Error bars represent standard error of the mean.

Figure 4. GABAAR α1-3, 5-subunit preferential agonists do not induce
state-dependent contextual fear conditioning. (A) Freezing behavior of
GBX-conditioned mice was dependent upon testing conditions. (B) The
GABAAR α1-3-subunit preferential agonist zolpidem did not affect freezing
behavior. (C) GABAAR α5-subunit preferential agonist SH-053-R-CH3-2’F
and (D) MP-III-022 were also ineffective. (*) P < 0.05 versus Off-Drug
test. Error bars represent standard error of the mean.
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et al. 2011), targeting the dorsal hippocampus (DH) (1.7 mm pos-
terior, ±1.0mm lateral, and 2.0mmventral to bregma, according to
the mouse brain atlas (Paxinos and Franklin 2004)). For electrode
surgery, mice were implanted with insulated silver wires (100 µm
diameter) aimed at RSC (1.8 mm posterior, 0.4 mm lateral, 0.75
mm ventral to bregma), DH (1.5 mm posterior, 1.0 mm lateral,
1.75 mm ventral), and ACC (1.3 mm anterior, 0.4 mm lateral,
1.75 mm ventral). All electrodes were placed in the left hemi-
sphere. A gold screw lowered into the skull near the right
parietal/occipital bone suture served as a reference and ground
electrode. Two stainless steel jeweler’s screws were inserted in the
skull to anchor the headcap. All wires were soldered to a 6-pin con-
nector to which the recording devices were later attached, and the
assembly was fixed to the skull with acrylic. Mice were allowed at
least 72 h to recover from surgery prior to behavioral procedures.

Pharmacological treatments
Drugs were injected i.h. at a volume of 0.25 µL per side at a rate of
0.5 µL min−1 or i.p. at a volume of 200 µL 20–30 min prior to fear
conditioning or retrieval test. α4δ- and/or α6δ-subunit-containing
GABAAR were activated by gaboxadol hydrochloride (0.5 µg per
DH, dissolved in artificial cerebrospinal fluid; Sigma-Aldrich) also
known as 4,5,6,7-tetrahydroisoxazolo(5,4-c)pyridin-3-ol (THIP);
α1-3-subunit-containing GABAAR were activated by zolpidem (25
µg per DH, 100% dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO); Sigma-Aldrich);
and α5-subunit-containing GABAAR were activated by SH-053-R-
CH3-2’F (20 µg per DH, dissolved in 90% DMSO; synthesized
at University of Wisconsin–Milwaukee) or MP-III-022 (12.5 µg
per DH; dissolved in 60% DMSO; synthesized at University of
Wisconsin–Milwaukee).

LFP recordings
On subsequent days following contextual fear conditioning, mice
were tested for memory retrieval after i.p. injection of Veh (0.9%
saline; 0.2 mL and GBX (4 mg/kg in 0.2 mL 0.9% saline).
LFP recordings began as soon as mice were connected to wireless
four-channel NeuroLogger recording devices (TSE Systems), and
continued until the end of each test session (up to 55 min
total). Continuous recordings were made with a sampling rate of
500 Hz. Preamplification, analog-to-digital conversion (unity gain
buffer, AC input range ±750 µV, 1000× gain, ADC resolution 8bits),
and data storage all occurred on the NeuroLogger. After each ses-
sion, the NeuroLogger was removed and data were downloaded
to a computer for later analysis.

For each of the test days, recordings were converted to a
Matlab-compatible format for analysis of the 3 min mice were in
their home cages just prior to drug injection, a 3 min period in
the home cage beginning 30min post-injection and ending imme-
diately before mice were placed in the conditioning chambers,
and the 3-min test sessions. Spectral analyses were performed
using open-source Chronux (http://Chronux.org) algorithms as
described previously (Kay and Freeman 1998; Rojas-Líbano et al.
2014). Power and coherence spectra were computed for the δ (1–

4 Hz), θ (4–12 Hz), and γ (30–80 Hz) frequency bands across each
3min recording session using 35 half-overlapping 10-sec windows
with four tapers (resulting in a frequency resolution of 1.4 Hz).
Coherence was then transformed to z-coherence using the inverse
hyperbolic tangent transform (Kay and Freeman 1998). There was
no filtering. The peak frequency within each bandwas taken as the
center frequency, and coherence at this peak was used as the
dependent measure. Coherence, by definition, is normalized by
power, allowing for direct comparison across subjects. Peak coher-
ence and average power were calculated for each mouse in each
session and used for statistical analysis.

Fear conditioning
Contextual fear conditioning was performed in an automated sys-
tem (TSE Systems) as previously described (Corcoran et al. 2011).
Briefly,mice were exposed for 3min to context, followed by a foot-
shock (3 sec, 0.8 mA, constant current). In state-dependent con-
textual fear subunit specificity experiments, mice were exposed
for 3 min to context, followed by a footshock (2 sec, 0.7 mA,
constant current). Twenty-four hours later, mice were tested for
memory retrieval. Testing consisted of 3 min in the conditioning
context, during which freezing was measured every 10 sec.
Freezing was expressed as a percentage of the total number of
observations during which the mice were motionless.

Analysis
Changes in power and peak coherence across recording sessions
were determined separately for Veh and GBX using repeated-
measures ANOVA. Following each significant F ratio, Tukey’s
HSD tests were used to determine the significance of two compar-
isons: (1) preinjection vs. post-injection in the home cage, and (2)
post-injection in the home cage versus post-injection during the
retrieval test. Changes in freezing were determined using two-way
repeated-measures ANOVA. Following each significant F ratio,
Tukey’s HSD tests were used to determine the significance of
comparisons between two time points and Bonferroni tests were
used to determine the significance of comparisons between three
or more time points. Verification of electrode or cannula place-
ments was made from coronal sections through DH, RSC, or
ACC. Statistical analyses were performed using GraphPad Prism
or StatView software.
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